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Nice paper, and a very interesting effort. However, there is a critical issue with how the
split sample was performed, that needs to be addressed to ensure the transparency and
transferability of the method's accuracy results.

1. Given how in situ soil moisture data is collected (often clustered at specific basins), if
you performed random or site-independent sampling, you are likely training and validating
your results with sites that belong to the same basins (even if you perform K-fold cross-
validation). This does not ensure your model performance is independent and can be
transferred to other locations (or continents) where no training data is available.

2. Likewise, covariate input data for your trained model can cover grids of up to 25 km
resolution (ESA CCI). This means that if you select evaluation sites within the 25 km grid
space of a training site, you are evaluating your model with the same covariates used on a
site to which the model was already trained, thus cross-contaminating your evaluation
results.

Both issues with how the split sample is performed can inflate your performance results.
To ensure the transferability of your accuracy results where no in-situ observations are
available, all the split sample cases should ensure no evaluation sites are within (at least)
25 km distance from a training site. Otherwise, the accuracy of your approach is only
representative of a few meters distances from a training site.
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